
2097 – The Vines – 24/02/19 

Last weeks panic over no trail this week, has been dealt with deftly by 
Oxfam and Ratty rushing to the rescue. 
 
The Vines is a small pub, more two small rooms with a bar wedge in. 
Good thing it supposed to be clement today otherwise we wouldn’t all fit 
in. 
 
Minimal facilities, such that only ploughman’s available for food, and the 
coffee club need to go down the road for coffee. 
 
But it’s a Hash, so who cares, off we go, going the wrong way as usual. 
It’s a Hobbit hare on the main so we will need to conjure our inner Ring 
Wraith to smell out he invisible trail. 
 
Bum Hugger, starts the front running, refusing to go down hill even when 
it proves correct. 
 
Chippendale on trail without his small ones, but this does not translate to 
extra effort up front. Ferret, Lonely, Wurzle and Cum lately seems to 
have more energy and so spread out across a field to get the scent. 
Into the woods following Wurzle, who goes around in circles until we 
head off towards Pamphill. I choose the tar mac route past the Church 
that proves right. But then we have to go left down hill avoiding family 
walkers. Long “straight on” until we hit the road by the farm. Big signs for 
Mini and Main, so no decision there, but how many should we have in 
the photo shoot. 
 
Long “straight on” on tarmac to the back door of Kingston Lacy, followed 
by another long “straight on” chatting to Lonely whilst keeping Banger 
and Golden shower in view. 
 
Do we keep on to Blandford or go visit the river. We go “straight on” to 
the river but only as far as tarmac, where we go left dodging cars, bikes 
and horses. 
 
After having another relaxing photo shoot as a regroup we finally find the 
river. For some reason Lonely and I have left everyone behind, for some 
like BendOver and Spotted Dick who are wandering hand in hand they 



have an excuse. 
 
Jog past the river bridge, ignore this as its too late in the run to check 
out, and its left and straight up the hill to the pub. 
We’re back in good time, but still we’re beaten by Greek God who is just 
relaxing, munching away at his heroic peanut butter sandwiches at the 
back of his car. 
 
Surprisingly the bar, all 3ft of it, is not busy. No sign of a coffee machine 
so we go for an IOW ale (pretty good). 
 
Lots of chatting in the sun, even get some gossip about future birthing 
events, that’s right, I’m hearing this before the event and not after the off 
spring are 5 years old. 
 
So great sunny warm day, lots of “straight ons”, tarmac, a Banger who 
thinks Slurry is spelt “Slyri”, tiny pub and the Wessex didn’t miss a trail. 
So what did you think? 
 
On On ☺ 

 


